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In this week’s Parsha, Moshe says to Klal Yisroel (29:1-5) “You 
saw with your own eyes everything Hashem did in Egypt 
to Pharoah, to all of his servants, and to his whole land. The 
great miracles you saw, the great signs and wonders. And 
Hashem did not give you a heart to know, eyes to see, and 
ears to hear until this day. I led you for forty years in the 
desert, and your clothing did not wear away, and your shoes 
did not wither from your feet. Bread you did not eat, and wine 
and beer you did not drink. This was all so that you should 
come to know, I am Hashem your G-d.”

The Ralbag derives the following lesson from these Pesukim. 
“The Pesukim inform us that Klal Yisroel had to remain 
in the desert for forty years due to their rebellion against 
Hashem. This rebellion occurred despite the fact that they 
had witnessed miraculous events that should have caused 
them to comprehend Hashem and fear him. Due to this 
rebellion, Hashem saw that they would not achieve the level 
of perfection necessary to enter into Eretz Yisroel, until they 
completed forty years in the desert. Through the constant 
miracles of the Manna, and their clothing and shoes not 
wearing away they would achieve perfection, and beat 
Sichon and Og.”

At first glance this Ralbag is perplexing. This generation 
witnessed the miracles of Egypt and of the Yam Suf. Our 
Sages tell us that a maidservant saw more of the wonders 
of Hashem on the Yam Suf than Yechezkel HaNavi saw in 
his prophecies. In addition, this generation stood by Har 

Sinai and heard Hashem speaking directly to them. They 
knew who Hashem was and the extent of His involvement 
in their lives. Yet, despite everything they witnessed and 
experienced, they were not able to achieve the level of 
perfection required of them, and correct their ever so slight  
rebellious behavior, until they experienced forty years of 
constant daily miracles. Why would a generation that was 
exposed to such great miracles, and who heard Hashem 
speak need another forty years of miracles to help them 
overpower this rebelliousness, and achieve Shleimus? Why 
would the unparalleled miracles of Egypt, the Yam Suf, and 
Har Sinai fall short in causing them to  reach the level of “I 
am Hashem, your G-d”?

We see from here that focusing on Yetzias Mitzrayim and the 
truth of Har Sinai is not enough to prevent rebellion and lead 
to the  achievement of Shleimus in comprehending Hashem. 
This can only be achieved through constantly seeing and 
feeling the Hashgochas Hashem daily. Only through this 
repetition can we come to truly comprehend Hashem. 

Although we may not have the Manna, and all the other 
miracles of the desert, we are not lacking in the Hashgochas 
Hashem. From the moment we wake up until we go to sleep, 
we are constant recipients of the Hashgochas Hashem. It 
is clear from the above that it is extremely critical that we 
constantly focus on the Hashgochas Hashem in our lives. 
Through this focus we will develop a positive connection 
with Hashem that will prevent rebellion.
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Why did Priority-1 intiate the 1-Focus Say Nishmas Campaign?
Priority-1 initiated this campaign because we are passionate about helping people strengthen their emunah 

and develop a strong connection with Hashem. We have noticed a wonderful increase in awareness of Hashem’s 

absolute control over the world during the coronavirus pandemic. We want to ensure that the strides we have 

made on a communal level continue even after the crisis ends. That is the sole purpose of this campaign.  
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For who is a great nation whose G-d is close to 
them, like Hashem our G-d, whenever we call 
out to Him? (Devarim 4:7)

Rav Chaninah and Rav Oshiyah said: What 
nation is like this nation that knows the nature 
of their G-d. The custom of the world is that one 
who faces judgment dons black clothing, grows 
his beard and does not cut his finger-nails for 
he does not know what will be the outcome of 
his judgment. However, this is not so regarding 
Klal Yisroel who don white clothing, cut their 
hair and finger nails, eat, drink and make merry 
on Rosh Hashanah for they know that Hashem 
will perform miracles on their behalf, judge them 
favorably, and shred their harsh judgments.  
(Yalkut Shemoni, Tehilim 148:14)

It seems that the fact that Hashem actually 
performs miracles and shreds our evil 
judgments is not sufficient to explain how Klal 
Yisroel are so close to Hashem. Rav Oshiyah 
and Rav Chaninah take pains to underline the 
fact that we are aware that this is “the nature” 
of Hashem and we place our trust in Him, in 
order to explain why we are considered so close 
to Him. True closeness is only felt when one is 
aware and focused on another’s love. The fact, 
as attested to throughout Shir HaShirim, is that 
Hashem is overflowing with infinite love towards 
us.  All we need is to focus upon this and we will 
truly feel close to Him.

“Please remember to stop by Hallmark for that 
pen I asked you about,” my daughter requested 
as I ran out the door. By the time I headed home 
a few hours later her words had slipped my 
mind. It was only when the acquaintance I had 
given a ride to asked, “Can you please drop me 
off by Hallmark?” did I recall her request. “Isn’t 
it beautiful,” I remarked, “how Hashem, with 
the running of the entire universe on His mind, 
worries about such little matters as my little 
daughter’s pen?!” My acquaintance turned to me 
and said with a smile, “For Hashem, your little 
daughter’s little pen is no little matter!” 

How much more so is the above true when it’s 
no little matter even to us? As we approach the 
Yom Hadin, when our very lives and those of 
our family and friends are on the line, we must 
remember that to our Father in Heaven we are 
not just another individual whose fate is about 
to be decided. Hashem is preoccupied and 
worried regarding our precarious situation as we 
would be if the fate of our only child’s life was 
on the line. However, since man has been given 
free will, it is each of us that can help Him by 
returning to His loving embrace!
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